Among the many challenges facing higher education today, institutions struggle to administer and integrate stand-alone technologies amid resource and budget constraints. Not only are siloed systems costly to secure and maintain, but they also fail to meet the rising expectations of faculty, staff, students, and parents. To overcome this challenge, institutions work to create an environment that connects people, processes, and technology. But far too often, critical applications, such as payment and credentials systems, reside alone and fail to integrate with the entire institution.

Ellucian Payment Center by TouchNet® is the foundation for unifying campus-wide payments. By bringing together constituents—including students, parents, and staff—in one commerce platform, institutions promote student success through an interconnected campus.

“We like to say our goal is your success. We want to give our students the tools to be successful, not just inside the classroom but outside as well. We chose TouchNet® because we needed a strategic partner that understood the complexity of campus payments and who specialized in higher education.”

KEN BUSH, BURSAR, COMMUNITY COLLEGE OF ALLEGHENY COUNTY (CCAC)
can create a positive experience that recognizes the sensitive and complex nature of higher ed payments.

Ellucian Payment Center by TouchNet®:

- Powerful technology platform provides a secure, compliant, and scalable solution for campus-wide payments.
- Central management dashboard for complete visibility of all transactions.
- Single entry point for all financial business that creates an effortless, simple, intuitive experience for students and parents.

Ellucian OneCard VIP by TouchNet® is a powerful campus card system designed for today’s tech-savvy students. It is a vertically integrated platform (VIP) that runs in the cloud, stays in sync with other Ellucian systems, and manages the broad range of constituent permissions, access, and authorizations required on today’s modern campuses. What’s more, OneCard VIP can be expanded with unique and specialized applications to provide permissions and security, include meal plans and dining options, as well as door entry, access control, and point-of-sale (POS) payments.

Ellucian OneCard VIP by TouchNet®:

- A multi-functional, campus card solution built on an extensible vertically integrated platform (VIP) and hosted in a PCI-compliant data center.
- Communicates real time with other Ellucian systems to ensure accuracy and promote student security and ease of use.
- Turns student smart phones into campus IDs and virtual access devices to campus services, events, and activities.

Capabilities

☑️ Modernize campus-wide commerce for student success
Ellucian Payment Center by TouchNet® helps colleges and universities modernize business office processes and deliver an engaging, intuitive, student experience while saving thousands.

☑️ Stay compliant with industry rules and regulations
The Ellucian and TouchNet® strategic partnership delivers comprehensive solutions for campus-wide commerce and credentials that are secure and PCI compliant.

☑️ Minimize complex processes
With the Ellucian Payment Center by TouchNet®, colleges and universities can streamline processes, save time and money with electronic forms and billing, and even create new revenue opportunities.

☑️ Streamlined reconciliation
Ellucian Payment Center and OneCard VIP by TouchNet® feature a centralized place to view all transactions, giving colleges and universities true processing, effective rate visibility, and easier reconciliation.

Get started today by visiting www.ellucian.com/EPC

*Ellucian OneCard VIP by TouchNet® gives us the ability to analyze all types of data we’ve never had before. We can evaluate student behaviors and engagement and use this information to keep students on track and invested in their future.*

CAROL KAUNITZ, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, AUXILIARY SERVICE CORP., SUNY-OLD WESTBURY
Percentage of higher education officials who see connected campuses as the accepted future.

Center for Digital Education, “Getting Smarter with Data in Higher Education,” 2017

About Ellucian and TouchNet®

Ellucian and TouchNet® have come together in a strategic partnership to offer colleges and universities enterprise-grade platforms for campus-wide commerce and credentials. TouchNet® powered solutions are functional, secure, and deeply integrated into the framework of the Ellucian product suite, delivering greater efficiency, visibility, and scalability.